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Over the past 12 months overall rents have
improved by 5.9 percent, driven by absorption of
16,560 units. Renting an apartment in Houston

has gone as viral as the latest You Tube video! Rent growth
and absorption of this magnitude are right up there with the
414 million views of Korean-gone-global pop hit “Gangnam
Style.” The elements behind this outbreak of positive market
fundamentals are strong job growth, very slow delivery of
new supply and relatively weak home sales. 
Job growth statistics for the Houston-Sugar Land-Baytown

metro area from the Bureau of Labor show 89,500 net new
jobs for the 12 months ending August 2012. This represents
a 3.5 percent improvement, which stands as the best growth
rate among the 20 most populous metro areas in the United
States. With nine out of 11 of Houston’s job sectors 
showing growth, the Greater Houston Partnership has 
dubbed Houston as “that incredible job growth machine.” 
The two sectors showing a decrease in jobs over the past 
12 months are information services and government. 
The loss in information jobs relates to a nationwide 

trend in a shift from print and broadcast media to 
Internet-based news, plus the offshoring of software
development. The loss in government jobs reflects the 

hiring adjustments that have been made in 
response to a slow recovery of local property 
and sales tax revenues. 
Of the nine sectors showing positive job 

growth, one might automatically think that the
mining and logging – think oil and gas – sector would be
leading the other sectors. Yet of the total 89,500 jobs pro-
duced, trade, transportation and utilities contributed 21,300
jobs, and leisure and hospitality pitched in 18,900 jobs. 
Mining and logging (oil and gas) created 6,700 jobs over 
the past 12 months. 
Job growth is a closely watched metric among all cate-

gories of real estate, and rightly so. With job growth comes
more renters, and the extremely strong absorption of 16,560
units registered over the past 12 months is direct testimony
to this generalization. In fact, this is the best 12-month
absorption performance that Apartment Data Services ever
recorded since 1987, except for 2005 when Hurricane Katri-
na displaced much of New Orleans to Houston and created
34,184 units of absorption.

SLOW SUPPLY AND 
THE SHADOW RENTAL MARKET

To the dismay of renters, the lack of new supply has
decreased the availability of renting options and allowed the
persistent increase in rent levels. Houston has never been
accused of under-development, but the charge certainly
does apply now. To quantify the lack of new development,
consider that only 14,606 units have been delivered since
2010. During this same time frame, more than 43,000 units
were absorbed. The market missed an opportunity to devel-
op at least another 15,000 units. 
A shadow market of single-family homes and town-

house/condo rentals has emerged in response to the scarcity
of available units. Statistics from the Houston Association of

By BRUCE McCLENNY, Apartment Data Services Inc.

The Houston multifamily market 
dances on with continuing strong 
occupancy numbers and rental rates.
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Realtors for August 2012 show that rentals of
single-family homes rose 10.5 percent com-
pared to August 2011, while year-over-year
townhouse/condominium rentals edged up 2.7
percent. Things are good when a missed oppor-
tunity still results in a 5.9 percent improvement
in rents!
The single-family market continues to

improve, primarily on the existing home sales
front. HAR reported that the number of homes
sold in August 2012 was 20 percent greater than
last August. “Homes sold well in every pricing
category, but particularly the higher end,” said
HAR Chairman Wayne A. Stroman. Sales of
these higher-end houses – say, prices greater
than $250,000 – do not compete so much with
the rental market. 
As for new single-family homes, David Jarvis

of MetroStudy anticipates that approximately
23,000 new homes will be built this year. Jarvis

suggests that this number of new homes is
about 10,000 fewer homes than should have
been built considering the level of job growth.
This unmet demand provides more insight into
why the rental market’s absorption is so strong. 

HISTORY OF OVERALL 
MARKET CONDITIONS 

The current overall average rent is $788 per
month, and the overall average occupancy is
89.6 percent. The rent level continues to
achieve new heights, while the occupancy lev-
el is gaining momentum and moving in the
right direction. 
To better understand how the market

arrived at the current levels, a look back in
time is necessary. The graph below shows
occupancy and rent levels since June 2009. In
2009, the recession was fully felt locally, and
market conditions deteriorated quickly as

more than 107,000 job losses were realized. In
response to these job losses, the overall rent
level dropped to $709 and overall occupancy
sank to 83.9 percent. 
In 2010, the economy improved and job

growth returned to 48,800 jobs, which allowed
rent and occupancy levels to recover. By the
end of 2010, the overall rent level at $724 per
month had made up almost all the ground it
had lost during 2009. The rent level prior to the
recession was $726. During 2011, the rent level
advanced by $27 from $724 to $751, and occu-
pancy moved from 85.9 percent to 87.5 per-
cent, driven by 13,605 units of absorption. Rent
and occupancy levels have continued to
advance during the first nine months of 2012
with a $37 increase in rent and a 2.1 percentage
point increase in occupancy.
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ANALYSIS BY CLASSIFICATION 
The overall statistics are an aggregate expres-

sion of each class of product. It is important to
understand that there are significant differences
in performance between the classes. Classes are
determined by a bell curve distribution of mar-
ket rate. The chart on Page 40 illustrates how
the overall performance at the end of Septem-
ber 2012 is distributed and points out how
classes differ in rates or trends. 
The new construction units delivered in

2011 and 2012 have been filtered out of class-
es A and B to create a separate classification.
There are only 9,506 units within this catego-
ry. As mentioned above, development of new
product is relatively scarce, which limits the
size of this category. The occupancy of 65.8
percent is low but understandable, since most
of the properties in this class are in lease-up.
The average rent levels of 112.9 cents per sq.
ft. and $1,088 per month are positioned
between the corresponding levels of Class A
and Class B rents. Rent trends for this group
cannot be accurately calculated due to the
continually increasing number of new units
being introduced. This class is a hybrid of
affordable and conventional product. Of the
9,506 units, approximately 4,400 are of the
seniors-only and affordable/tax-credit variety. 

CLASS A WITHOUT NEW
CONSTRUCTION

Taking new construction units out of Class A
provides a stabilized occupancy picture of this
product type. This group’s occupancy of 95.1
percent is the highest occupancy recorded for
this group over the past 12 years. The 12-month
rent trend is an amazingly stout 9.8 percent.
The three-month trend of 6.5 percent is still
very strong, yet marks an easing from the torrid
pace of the 12-month trend. Over the past 12
months, rent has increased by $97 per month
and 10.3 cents per square foot.
Class A is really seizing the unique opportu-

nity that great job growth and reduced compe-
tition are providing by aggressively raising rents
on renewals and market rent. The “raise the
roof on rents” strategy is executed at the risk of
causing turnover. Many properties are taking
the stance that if occupancy is greater than 96
percent, then rents are too low! This strategy is
justified as the units turned over are quickly
leased to prospects who accept the ever-higher
level of rental reality. 

CLASS B WITHOUT NEW
CONSTRUCTION

As Class A advances, it provides room for
Class B to follow. Occupancy for Class B contin-
ues to improve and is currently at 93.4 percent.
A year ago, Class B occupancy was at 91.5 per-
cent. Class B’s impressive occupancy improve-
ment has been partially driven by renters who
have been priced out of Class A. With occupan-
cy improvement comes pricing power, and
Class B’s 12-month rent trend confirms that
power, registering a very strong 6.1 percent. The
three-month annualized rent trend stays close
to the 12-month rate, coming in at 5.9 percent.
Over the past 12 months, rent has increased by
$39 per month and 4.5 cents per square foot. 

CLASSES C AND D
By way of the recession of 2009, Class C’s

occupancy level finally bottomed out at 81.9
percent in January 2011, a full year later than
the occupancy floors of classes A and B. Class
C occupancy prior to the recession was 86.0
percent but now stands at 86.6 percent. Pow-
ered by the remarkable absorption perform-
ance of 7,005 units over the past 12 months,
Class C has more than fully recovered all the
occupancy lost to the recession. For Class C to
claim the lion’s share of all absorption makes
the statement that renters are adjusting to the
higher levels of rent in classes A and B by seek-
ing the more available and affordable product
of Class C. 
In response to this strong absorption/occu-

pancy performance, Class C was able to move
rents by a very respectable 3.6 percent over the
past 12 months. The three-month trend has not
fallen off much, coming in at 3.0 percent. Over
the past 12 months, rent has increased by $15
per month and 1.7 cents per square foot.
Class D also hit bottom occupancy – 76.7

percent – in January 2011. Occupancy now
stands at 78.8 percent, which is still a few per-
centage points away from the pre-recession
occupancy of 81.0 percent. Class D has no
momentum, as evidenced by the flat trends and
absorption performances. The occupancy trou-
bles of these two classes are certainly a drag on
the overall occupancy statistics.

LOOKING AHEAD
The Houston economy is strong and getting

stronger. The likelihood of continued prosperity
is very good. Most all of Houston’s economic
indicators are pointing toward growth. The
Houston Purchasing Managers Index is one of
the best indicators of near term economic out-
look. In July, the PMI read 59.6. A reading
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above 60 suggests strong growth, and one
below 50 indicates contraction. The Baker
Hughes North American rig count averaged
1,913 in August, which is in the neighborhood
of the rig count of 2,031 back at the height of
energy employment in 2005. Houston leads the
nation in residential building permits. Trade is
up, with exports showing an 8.7 percent
increase and imports an 8.5 percent increase. In
a recent report by United Van Lines, Houston
was the sixth most popular city for families to
move to between May and August. The list goes

on, but you should get the idea that Houston is
poised for continued economic growth. 
Houston’s multifamily housing industry can

feel confident that near-term economic condi-
tions will allow for a good finish to an already
excellent 2012. The elements that made 2012
such a good year will begin to change in 2013.
The most important element of good job
growth will remain solid. However, the ele-
ments of an anemic single-family housing mar-
ket and a limited supply of new apartments will
begin to change.

The single-family market will continue to
improve as foreclosures, postings and foreclo-
sure sales diminish. In addition, the inventory
of homes for sale will tighten and the median
price of a home will improve. With mortgage
rates at or below 4 percent, coupled with all this
activity, sales of single-family homes will surely
improve and embolden developers to build. 
Over the past two years, apartment develop-

ers have been scrambling to put deals together
to take advantage of these very favorable mar-
ket conditions. In 2013, their efforts will finally

See MARKET REPORT, Page 61

Analysis by Classification

Rent Absorption (Units) 
As of September 30, 2012 Supply Occupancy ¢/sq ft $/month 12-Month 3-Month 12 Months 3 Months

Trend Trend

’11 & ’12 Construction 9,506 65.8% 112.9 $1,088 – – 4,127 1,204

Class A (w/o ’11 & ’12) 89,820 95.1% 141.7 $1,339 9.8% 6.5% 1,302 15

Class B (w/o ’11 & ’12) 216,992 93.4% 93.6 $817 6.1% 5.9% 3,865 511

Class C 231,214 86.6% 70.5 $594 3.6% 3.0% 7,005 1,634

Class D 36,020 78.8% 48.2 $406 0.0% -2.0% 261 -169

Overall 583,552 89.6% 90.5 $788 5.9% 5.1% 16,560 3,195



bring more new product. Currently 12,049
units are under construction, of which 2,000
will begin leasing in 2012. Since 5,000 units
have already been introduced in 2012, these
additional units will bring the total number of
new units introduced into supply during 2012
to around 7,000. Expect about 9,000 of the
units presently under construction to be deliv-
ered in 2013 and 1,000 in 2014. Check out the
photos starting on Page 42  for a glimpse of
what is going up just inside Loop 610.
More than 18,000 units are considered as

proposed construction. Anticipate about 12,000
of the proposed units to begin construction
over the next six months. From these starts,
5,000 units will deliver in 2013 and 7,000 will
deliver in 2014. All this activity will bring the
deliveries for 2013 to approximately 14,000,
with 9,000 coming from what’s under construc-
tion now and 5,000 from proposed starts. 2014
deliveries will be at least 8,000 units, with 1,000
from what’s under construction now and 7,000
from proposed starts. 

MARKET DIRECTION
Over the last three months of 2012 the mar-

ket may slow a little, as is common with any
fourth quarter. But the gains already achieved
will be more than enough to make 2012 a very
memorable year that everyone owning and
managing apartments would love to see repeat-
ed. 2013 is shaping up to be another great year
despite the re-emergence of more apartment
supply and more single-family activity. Another
good year of job growth can quickly overcome
obstacles such as these. 
None of the usual economic forecasters, such

as the Greater Houston Partnership or Ted C.
Jones, chief economist for Stewart Title, have
come out yet with any predictions for 2013. In
their absence, I will venture a less-informed job
growth forecast of 80,000 net new jobs, or
around an increase of 3 percent, for 2013.
Look for overall rents to improve by 4 to 5

percent. Overall occupancy should be near 90
percent as absorption and new units balance
each other out around 15,000 units. Class A
should realize a 6.0 percent improvement in
rent, Class B a 3.5 to 4.0 percent increase and
Class C a 2.5 to 3.0 percent gain. 
“Now let’s go until the end.”

Bruce McClenny is president of
Apartment Data Services and has
been active in the multifamily
industry and HAA since 1983.
HAA endorses ADS’s Market

TRAC and market reports. 
For more details, call 281-759-2200 or email

bruce@apartmentdata.com.

MARKET REPORT, continued from Page 40

�I wasn’t expecting it at all. I was 
surprised that they nominated me!” he 
said, laughing. “ I’ve been with this 
business for 15 years. I never expect 
anything. For me, if I get my job done 
or get it right, I’m satisfied with that. I 
don’t need recognition. As long as my 
resident and my management and the 
owner are happy, I’m happy. It was a 
good experience, though, feeling that 
way. I didn’t know that someone was 
watching!”
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